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HARDLY A SOLUTION
Mrs Gandhi,
S.ORRY,
boiling for years.

but the Punjab-Haryana
cauldron will keep on
Last week's announcements
hardly add up to.a
final solution.
Chandigarh
for Punjab, yes, but not for the present,
only five years hence ; meanwhile, it merely provides an alibi for Sant
Fateh. Singh to climb down, with almost a vulgar alacrity, from the
funeral pyre. Fazilka for Haryana, yes, plus hush money of Rs 20 crores
for 'building a new capital, but there is a catch in this decision tloo: a
special commission will go into Punjab's counter.claims
on nearly 450
villages now in Haryana.
As the experience since 1966 amply illustrates,
what a commission proposes. can be successfully disposed of bY"subsequent
other commissions--and
by Government fiats. Depending upon the tricki.
ness of the circumstances, this kind of instalment.wise border demarcation
between the Itwo states will merely stoke the ambit,ion for further black_
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mails.
What is how~ver of even greater concern is the tlfend that is being
set for C~ntre-State relations.
It is one of the axioms of organised 'social
behaviour that you cannot simultaneously
subsidise all sections of your
society; you can subsidise a only at the cos'tl of b; if a and bare botn
to be subsidised, the cost has to be bome by, maybe another !Segmen'tlof
society, say, c; it is only through the deprivation
of some that you can
provide for the additional
satisfaction of some others.
In her presenlJ
predicament the Prime Minister is trying to fly in the face of this incontrovertible
mathematical
logic. Taking
something' from Haryana and
l
giving it to Punjab, and then taking something eise from Punjab and
presenting it to Haryana is an exercise in non sequitur.,ism: such gimmicks may allow her to buy some immediate .peace, but the real problem
IS thereby
not gotl rid of. Besides, the sum of Rs 20 crores, which is to
be bestowed on Haryana, will have to be extracted from the citizenry of
thi9 country; this amount cannot possibly he financed via the bounty of,
for example' the United
Nations International
Children's
Emergency
Fund. Those who are ad.ditionally taxed so that Haryana could have it\;
own ,counter.Chandigarh
will not feel aniused.
To assuage their
hurt feelings, then, it might, become- necessary to think' up another series
of compensatory
stratagems.
And on and on the merry game will
continue ...
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Already Sardar Gurnam Singh has
started making ominous noises abouD
a corridor through Haryana's
territory, find, the carrot! of Chandigarh
W4~n this issue is published Rajyab!'!il1g no longer there, Haryana's
pal Shanti Swarup Dhawan will have
popultj.~e have launched on a. public
returned to Calcutta after savouring
property destroying rampage.
The
the delights of Kalinga
sculpture.
Jana Sal}gh in the Punjab Ministry is A t the time of writing, however, we
protesting.
Since Mrs Gandhi needs r;annot pretend to know what he will
both SJlqtes to survive in power, she have been told by Chief
Minister
undoubtedly will have sweet words, Ajoy Kumar.
Nor, for that matter,
evenly distributed, in response to the are we sure if Wednesday's
United
threats-win-riots.
Such things
are Front meeting will have been held as
to be discouraged
only in relation
scheduled.
But
this
uncertainty
to
issues
concerning
class-based makes little
matter.
Whether this
ideology;
when riots promote the Government goes within a few days
cause of obscurantism,
the Prime
or nominally exists for a little while
Minister and her advisers do not
longer, the United Front has lost all
mind-or
perhaps cannotl afford to its credibility.
The process began
mind. For, despite the brave words months
ago;
now it is complete.
uttered in earlier
weeks, the fact The inter-party
clashes were bad
remains that Mrs Gandhi
failed to enough; the BangIa Congress comic
cali Sant Fateh Singh's bluff, and opera at Curzan Park WilSgrotesque;
did not dare postpone her decisionbut what has happened sinc.e makes
obfuscating or not-on
Chandigarh
even a patch-up unity well-nigh imtill aft.er ]!'ebrl#'l-ry 1. HaiVing thl:ls possible. All this wquld have been
s1+ccu1l}.bed .once, she has now set up
dreadfullv tiresome without Mr Ajoy
the pre.cedent for I;quallo/ ,distjngl,lish- M,ukherj~e entertaining all in diverse
ed surrenders in tl}e future.
wa;ys. We have long been used to
Even from the point of view of his desc-ribing himself as an unwantshort-term tactics the Prime Miq.ist.er ,e,c4- but watchf/.JI dog ,or asking whe·wiIl-or so it seems-regret
this par- d).er he was mukh;y~-m.antrj (Chief
ticMJar quasi-finale of the Chand.igarh
Minister)
,or murkhaooffiantr,i (an
issue. In trh,e course of the gymnas- idiotic Mini§~,er), Latt"erly! hqwever,
tics whi.ch haNe beea gone through
the self-syled dog seem.s to l},~y.ebeen
(or ilrriv,iI;lg ;it a satisfactory solutioR
suffering from an urge to traI).§.fotm
to the Punjab-Haryana
tangle, there
itself into a lion. In his '9St letter
l].a~.at, le<;l~t be.en one 'F€¥~lp.tjon, to Mr Jyoti 'Basu, Mr Mukherjee not
namel)', ,th.at. ~s of no}V,she is t,erribly only quoted
British constitutional
afraid of practipllJ-y ev,er-ybody; pr,ess p:Fe.cedeRts, refe;r·ring in par-ticular to
her hard, and she will giy~ in. This
wh,~·t !vfq.cmiUan and
Wilson had
knowledge can well provoke the st.art !dope, 'bu t alsG ca~t himsel,f in' the
of a cynical season. Take any 'bl,lllch role pf Churchill at th,e he.a.4. of the
of half-a-dozen MPs; let them be th~ wartime n~tj.pnal Gov.er'nmwt.
N 0lGbbyistls for a most HRSC'fupulous body guestion~g. Chur,cp.'Jl's pr,e.g.omic~~se; t:hey .can still walk- up to -the nan!=e; how could Mr B,~~ fn.fl.Henge
Pxiple ,M.inister ,and for€.e her into
Nil' Mukherjee.
¢emi-,co~eding .all kind-s .qf \Sc;a-ndal~ If it were not
for the fact that
O)lS dem(,lnds.
seaior ibwre-auerats ha,ve titde sense of
But maybe }Vith the clum~, curi- fllbffl.0l,lr,one might suspect that whoous decjsjon
over ,Clwnqjg<;lrp and ewer ,dra£.t.ed Mr Mukher~ee's recent
Fazilka 'be'hindher,
she is over th~ J.~.tters 4:0 M£ ~q,SH was rtf.e.ating the
hump.
However for the present the whole
a ~mge jq~e. The
I}l:ovisi<mal-verdict has to be otherwise.
Qhjet Mil}i~tel'~ of ~ours.el is 9.uit~ in-

Comic Relief

,

tnwg ~~

The

new

wave-nouvelle

va15uel-- car~bJ,e 9,f se~~l)g tJ1"e richly

-is now .aJro,Glst seven months
oid,
and it .is dl?-g~ep dangef of degeneratiing jn):.o .a s~ale jGk~_

.cQmic
effe[::t he has pr9'd,ucf,fl. He d.ii not
end with ChlJrchilJ,
Macm111~n ,and
"1\Tilson; in' his last 'letter he informed

Mr Basu that in 1922 Liberal Lloyd
George sacked Tory Montague from
his co~lition Government.
Per4aps
even mo.re hilarious was the Chief
Minister's profaund .cancern that Mr
Basu's references
to the "antics"
(with the meaning of "antic" given in
brackets for general enlightenment)
of two British Prime Ministers might
affect India's relatians with a friendly
Power. It is not for nothing
that
among the Chief
Minister's various
responsibilities is Commonwealth Relations, though we thought this was
a hangover from days when the West
Bengal Government
had something
to do with visas for travelling to and
from East Pakistan.
No, all this is
too funny to be unintended.
Who
knows, a seniar civil servant has probably developed a sense of humour
towards the end of hi8 career.
But Mr Mukherjee,
we repeat',
must be totally unaware of the entertainment he is providing
in such
generous
measure.
The
old man
must be in a very bad temper. Not
everything
has gone accordin~ to
plan. Mrs Gan,dhi apparently advised Mr Dhara against any immediate
move to bring down the Government
and form another without the CPI(M). The cpr and the Forward
Bloc, too, were a little hesitant last
week and Mr Dhara did not "ry to
conceal his disappointment
that "a
few parties are s~.emingly indulging
in opportunism".
The BangIa Congress, it appeared, would act on its
own. But how? Take the Home
portfolio away from Mr lhsu?
No
general upheayaJ Plight follow, but
are the BangIa COIJ;~vessa-n~ jts allies
strong enaugh to deal with the kind
of trouble that they might still have
tlO face? Another possibility is for
t~ BangIa Congress to quit the Front
which, according to. Mr Dhara, has
outlived its purpose, withow ni~sigr;t.ing from the Goyernment.
In the resulting confusion, the forces would
be realigned, the calculations being
that the majority would be with the
BangIa Cangress. What the cpr (M)
proposes to. do. if it is manoeuvred
ouit of office in thi~ fashion is not
clear; 4itI?,eno .1;%>st pi its 'fevolu;
tionary effort has been .spent an preFEBRUARY
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FRONTIER
venting any such manoeuvre. Mr
Basu even went to the extent of admitting the communists' "mistake in
their assessment of Netaji". But
there is a limit beyond, which it can.
not go to placate the other parties
without surrendering all its stated
aims and policies. Large sections of
the party's rank and file are getting
more and more restive, as can be seen
from their recent clashes with the
police. The Politbureau's eminently
pragmatic advice against "falling a
prey to provocations" is unlikely to
satisfy them. The comic relief will
have to come to an end.

Their Fair ~ady
The New Year's eve gallup poll in
New York revealed that Mrs Indira
Gandhi is the second most popular
lady in the USA. Mrs Golda Meir
happens to be the fourth. Mrs Mamie
Eisenhower tops the popularity list
and the Queen of Great Britain is the
ninth.
The negotiations on the Goa Fertiliser Project and on release of the
blocked PL-480 rupees probably indicate that Mrs Gandhi is working in
earnest to elevate her position in
American popularity. The US Steel
has secured, some say, more than 50
per cent of equity shares in the Goa
Fertiliser Project. And release of the
blocked PL.480 rupees will enable
the Americans to use about Rs 675
crores in building houses, promoting
export-oriented industries and execu.
ting such other noble missions in this
country. Mrs Gandhi stands a fair
chance of toppling Mrs Eisenhower
if only the Americans can get over
their denseness and sentimentality.
It was in the fitness of things that
the Tarapore atomic power project
was in,augurated last month. Built
entirely on American genius, the
plant wilI generate low-cost power
and upgrade India's industrial capabilities. Modernisation of Indian industries has become exceptionally
important for the Americans, because
t.hey have . invested in this country
abowt Rs 6770 crores. The big shots
FEBRUARY
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here have hailed the Tarapore plant
as the symbol of U.S. goodwill for
India. About a century ago all the
stalwarts of the Indian renaissance
hailed the opening up <¥ railways in
India- as' a symbol of the British goodwilI towards India. The drain of
Indian wealth as a result of the
opening of the railways was talked
about when the British 'nearly finished the business.
Indeed, Mrs Gandhi is proceeding
correctly. But some of her co-travellers advise her to hasten a bit
slowly, for they think she is becoming obvious. It looked odd to them
that, only a few hours after the Bombay session where Mrs Gandhi hovered as the socialist angel, she should
give the green signal to the Birlas
to start the Goa fertilisers. After
all, the Birlas have been charged
with several offences only 1;ecently
and an enquiry commission was promised to be set up. How come they
are given responsibility for something which, in the picturesque language of the Planning Commission, is a
commanding height in the Indian
economy? How come that she, after
blasting the monopolists of the country, should offer a project: that requires an initial investment of Rs 55
crores to a monopolist? And if she
can bless one monopolist, why not
another? The Tatas have been so
very agreeable to start the Mithapore
tertiIisers. The Planning Commis.
sion has of course a rationare that
such big projects cann-ot but be given
away to the monopolists. ~ut the
rationale seems somewhat silIy. Why
can't the Government undertake the
projects, if lack of private capital is
the prime question? The Government
may have been impressed by the way
the Birlas secured American collaboration-the
idea of the big fish
swallowing the small being, so far as
the Government is concerned, mere
fable. But not people like Chandra.
sekhars. They want the Birlas to be
blacklisted because the Birlas sort of
lack a sense of propriety. They want
a cover' for the prime movers, the imperialist Americans, by kicking up
dust over the pawns.
Mrs Gandhi, the undaunted lady,

is however least concerned that she is
sinking the country in debt. After
aU she is hot doing anything new
but carrying on the work of her
glorious predecessors. Even the Goa
Fertiliser Project. It: was not she
who sanctioned it-it came to her
already sanctioned. She might talk
of a new look for the Congress but:
not for something that really counts.
She might have rejected the proposal
to float the PIA80 blocked funds
two veal'S earlier-but
now she can
do it' because she has been quite successful in creating. a socialist halo
around her. Isn't she doing it for
building houses for the poor, for
creating industries to export quality
products to sophisticated countries
and earn foreign exchange for the
country? Isn't she manuJacturing
fertilisers for the continuation of the
green revolution? It wilI take time
for the illiterate Indians to realise
that none of these projects are meant
for them. By the time they realise
this, she will be able to sell out the
country and become the most popular lady in the USA.

Nixon's Promises
Election promises are exactly what
they are-simply promises. And President Nixon cannot be accused of
such ,gross deviations as fulfilment! of
election promises. The promise of
bringing ,the boys back horrie from
Vietnam has since been given a safe
burial together with the murdered
Vietnamese peasants. Butl what
about hunger in the south and ghettos in the north of God's own coun.,
try? Whad about prices which have
been climbing for the past four years
at an annual rate of almost 6 per
cent? What about the growing army
of the unemployed?
To be sure
President Nixon has a promise for
each.
Before marching into the White
House he promised to check in.
flation within six months. A year
after his installat~on at the White
House inflation continues, further
widening the gap between people's
L._
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income and prices. With the ever
shrinking purse of the consumers,
sales on tlhe U.S. domestic market in
1969 dropped 3 per cent compared
with 1968. Barring Nixon's pets
like the war industry, others have
suffered cutbacks in orders. Since
August last year industrial produc.
t~on has been on a journey downhill,
The citadel of capitalism, it is now
admitted by some American economists, is "going to get the greatest!
economic shock of our lives."
In the past twenty years the Pen.
tagon spent some $1,100,000 million
to wage wars of aggression for the
control of the world's markets and
resources, resulting in huge budgetary
deficits in 17 fiscal years. Unrestrict.
ed issuance of paper money, one of
the most handy solutions for budl!:et
deficits, started the inflation spiral.
Commitment of American troops to
Vietnam and the resultant skyrocketing military expenditure have now
brought the American economy to a
point where it is bursting at the
seams. What can President Nixon do
with this inflated baby of tihe mili.
tary-industrial complex?
To use
worn·out tricks like tax increase,
higher interest rat~s and tight credit
would plunge the economy fathoms
deep in recession, throwing a larger
number of people out of work and
shrinking the market like a pricked
balIoon.
But unabated inflatrion
would damage much ,more than
merely the purchasing power of the
consumer. By making American exports too expensive to selI lit will
accelerate the currency crisis and lead
to the erosion of the already weaken.
ed dollar. Between these two extremes President Nixon seems tlOhave
chosen the 'so.calIed "gradualist"
method which amounts to passing
the buck to the st'Tangled consumer
in the form of price and wage freezes.
President Nixon in fact learns no.
thing and forgets nothing. His own
Violence Commission; says that! the
main threat] to the nation's security is
internal. Wise men close to the
Presidential ear warn that the danger
in the seventies comes not! from mili.
tary aggression abroad but poverty
and social turmoil at home. But
4

one third of the budge~ stm goes to part. in the spring.cleaniag in Cze.
the dark funnels of the Pentagon. choslovakia.
One third of the defence budget is
The Czech leaders have always
still forked out to resist imaginary been 'pragmatic'. But it would be
"Chinese nuclear blackmail". The difficult for them, for a time, to ins_
military-industrial complex continues pire the sulIen workers to greater
merrily to produce
super-kiIlers feats of production. However, econowhile unemployment and hunger mic incentives will keep the struelengthen their shadows over the Ame- tme going. There is little possibility
rican people.
of another outburst, unless something
drastic takes place in the international situatrion.
The Russians claimed at the time
of the invasion th~t they had been
invited by some of the Czech leaders.
Mr Dubcek, tired and tight.lipped, Even under pressure, they would not
is in Ankara. Mr Cernik is out. Of give out the names. But look at the
the men who were taken to MoscOiW men who are now taking over. It
after the Wars:\w Pact troops moved is beyond doubt that some of these
into Czechoslt)vakia,President
Svo, were the men who had asked the
boda continues to hold the fort. The Kremlin to intervene.
so-calIed Prague spring is al~ over.
From the nature of the leadership
and the state of political education in
Bertrand
CtZechoslovakia, it was clear, almost
from the very beginning of the invasion, that the diehards WQuld take
"My grandmother," RusselI recalIed
over in the long run. M1' Dubcek about nine years ago, "was a woman
and his men did not tlTyto mobilise of caustic and biting wit. When she
the paople against the invaders. They was eighty-three she became kind and
decided to remain in power and col. gentle. She noticed the change in
laborate with them. The unrest was herself" and, reading the handwriting
alIowed to fizzle outl. The road back on the wall, she said to me, 'Bertie,
to power for the diehards, the friends I'll soon be dead.' And soon she
of Brezhnev and co. was slow but was." Russell was already approachsteady.
ing ninety, and still thriving on con.
It is now evident that tlhe Weslt troversy and opposition. Only a few
German bogey was a sheer concoc- months before he had brought an intion of the Russians. Even before the tellectual hornets' nest about his ears
advent to power of Mr Willy Brandt, by publicly attacking the Positivistic
'he leader of an important
West coterie rule in the British philosoGerman delegation to Moscow noted phical Establishment. But that had
with interest that the Russia:ns made been largely a diversion. During the
no reference whatsoever to the ma- 'later years of his life, Russell's conchinations of Bonn in Prague. Even cern was increasingly with the ;mcial
the most gullible should have realis- and political condition of man. The
ed that W. Germany would not have .campaign against 'nuclear weapons
dared to send troops to exploitl the found the oldest and the most cele.
Czechoslovak situation. As for cul- brated philosoHher of the time detural subversion, for a people to sue. monstrating in the streets, organizing
cumb to it is an admission of the protest meetings and writing angry
failure of Communist! Party leader. letters to He'ads of State. Even after
ship. A party without a sense of all this, his passion was not spent;
mission aids the corruption
of he was yet to speak out in fiercer
Marxist values-a process evident in protest. He was among the first in
most countries controlIed by caviar the Western world to raise his voice'
socialist1s. Some o£ this corruption against American brutalities in Viet.
was present among those who took nam; it was he who conceived an

The Prague Story

Russell
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International
Tribunal
on
War
Prologue to his Autobigraphy,
had
rounded personalities.
The interestCrimes in Vietnam, whose operation
governed his life:
the longing for
ing
thing
in
the
present
Santiniketan
was financed by the Bertrand Russell
love, the search for knowledge and
affairs
is
that
the
teachers
and emPeace Foundation.
He did not end an unbearable pity for the suffering
ployees who have openly come out
there. At the age of ninety-five, he of mankind.
Many years earlier he against the authority
are agitating
gave the world·a profoundly shock- had defined
the good life as one
against
those
very
people
who were
ing and moving expose of the syste- guided by knowledge and inspired by
reportedly
nurtured
in
the
lap of
matic destruction of a small people
love. Perhaps, he was the most suc- Mother Nature.
by an arrogant
Power armed with
cessful in his search for knowledge,
The
alumni
aSSOCIatIOn of the
napalm and "lazy dogs", gas and
in his effort to "apprehend
the University is not what one means by
chemicals, corruption and concentraPythagorean power by which number
Nevertheless it
tion camps. As late as last Decem- holds sway above the flux". But he Ashram or Sangha.
sports
both
the
terms
to describe itber he urged U Thant to support a was the greatest when' love and knowself. It is a closely-guarde~
affair,
full-fledged international
commission
ledge failed to satisfy
him, when
restricted to the few elites, who alone
to investigate the genocide in South
pity in the highest: sense .of the
are privileged to send elected repreVietnam.
He was then over ninety_ word brought
him
back to earth.
sentatives
to the Karma Samiti and
seven. \!\Tas the fearless voice going
"I long to alleviate the evil, but I Sansad of the University.
It was a
to be heard for ever? Russell, the cannot, and I too suffer."
But he
quirk of the University Act, or possiman of science, would not have be- tried all his life, and found life worth
bly it was conceived after many
lieved it. He died before completing
living. And in so doing he some- thoughtful hours to prescribe
that
his ninety-eighth year, but, unlike his how enriched the quality of 4uman
anyone
employed
in
the
University
grandmother, he remained unchanglife.
shall not be a member of the Ashraed till the end.
mik Sangha. Thus
the employees
Unchanged in the essential qualiwere
debarred
from
electing their
fies of intellect and spirit; a man
men
to
the
executiive
body of the
consumed by such intellectual and
University.
The
Sangha,
much as
spiritual energy could hardly be exPeople elsewhere may be fighting
the absentee zamindars did, thus bepected to conform
throughout his ,for student participation
in univercame a part of the University adlong life to any rigid pattern of ideas sity administration;
the demands
ministration
without having any idea
and pursuits. The minds of few men which are being heard in Santiof
what
goes
on in Sa:ntiniketan.
in history have explored such a fanniketan over 'the laSt: year are not
Unique
in
the
world Visva-Bhuati
tastic range of academic, social, poli- however that radical.
There it is the
was once; unique it still is. How
tical and practical concerns. History
teachers and employees whQ are demany universities
are there today
may assess the relative importance qf manding a say in the administration.
where
teachers
have
no direct reprehis contributions
to philosophy and
The threat of resignation of the Vicesentation
on
the
executive
bodies?
mathematical logic; it is also possi- Chancellor and its withdrawal
last
In Santiniketan, there are no service
ble that he will be remembered more July were all part of this fight. He
rules either for teachers who work
as a stimulator,
corrector
and co- considered the demand of the teachers
truly under the pleasure of the Viceordinator of ideas than as the origi- and
employees for having
repreChancellor
or those whose puppet he
nator of a profound and systematic
sentatives on the executive bodies of
is.
Teachers
are appointed
through
body of thought;
some may well the University unreasonable.
The
the grace of those who consider the
think tillat his friend' G. E. Moore week-long student strike, processions
Visva-Bharati their clan business.
made' a more substantial,
and his taken out by students, employees and
There 'is nothing special about the
pupil Wittgenstein a more original,
teachers, sit-in at the Vice-Chancellor's
education
given in' Santiniketan.
It
contribution to philosophy.
But all office, which all followed the V.C.'s
churns
out
students,
much
as
any
this is relatively uflimportant
in the threat to resign, were somewhat unother university in India does, who
context of Russell's total effect on the usual in the stagnant
life of this
join the commercial rat race in right
intellectual
history of our times. fashion resort of West Bengal.
earnest.
But, that is what outsiders
More than any other man, he has
Visva-Bharati University was planthink.
The
people who run the
been responsible for awakening and
ned by the dead poet to be something
show are enormously proud of the
sustaining a scientific spirit in the unique; since his death the Univerprestigious Bhavans in Saminiketan;
pursuit of knowledge and in the con- sity has expanded
but
not in the
so much so that a broad distinction
duct of human affairs. The forces direction
the poet wanted.
That
has
grown up between t,he Bhavans
working against this spirAt are stilI was however not exactly unexpected.
in
Santiniketan
and the Sadans in
unvanquished,
indeed
formidable;
It was the )1eight of romanticism to
rural Sriniketan, which are treated as
but. that only shows the magnitude
hope that people born in a commeran appendage and penal stations for
of the struggle that he chose as his cial society could be forced into
employees who fall from grace
in
own. Three passions, he said in the Nature's recluse and developed into
urbane Santiniketan I

Visva-Bharati
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ternal subversion in India-·if indeed
these were serious--as early as 1950
when Nehru's role in world affairs
became an important factor in Soviet
calculations. Soviet aid to India was
primarily an instrument 0.£ Russian
foreign policy rather than an aspect
FROM A POLITICA~ CORRESPONDENT
of international communist strategy.
With the emergence of the strategy ,--".
U.S.-Soviet
detiente.
The
interests
of
T long last, New Delhi admitted
by implication what the world the two super-powers converge in of "peaceful co-existence", of which
India, reducing our non~alignment to aid was the primary instrument, bon, had known for over two years nowhomie with the Congress Govern~
the acquisition of Su (khai) ~7 bomb- dual satellitism.
ment
becarne all important.
Time
was
when
the
United
States
ers from the Soviet Union. The beThe Soviet Union could not have
dumped
military
aid
on
Pakistan
and
lated admission came in the form of
cared a damn for the CPI's fortunes
an innocuous announcement that the economic aid on India. But now the
in the Andhra mid~term elections in
bulk
of
tthe
economic
aid
to
India
Sukhais would ,lead the supersonic
1955 and later in Kerala when the
block of the fly-pastlon January 26. has to come from the West and alNamboodiripad ministry was dismiss~
most
the
entire
military
aid
from
the
The fly-past had to be a truncated
ed. The dismissal of the first elect!one due to bad weather and neither Soviet Union. The cold war has vired
communist ministry in the counthe Sukhais nor the familiar MIG-21s tually ended but the sinister game of
try through blatant subversion of the
containing
China
gives
New
Delhi
were seen. BUD the parade provided
Constlitution did not inhibit the Soa fair indication of the growing In- the leverage it needs. There seems
viet Union from signing a Rs. 300.
to
be
a
tacit
U.S.-Soviet
understanddian dependence on Soviet military
crore credit agreement for the Third
aid. The long-range MIG fighters ing on the arms balance on the subPlan. Both the CPI and the CPI (M)
continent
and
between
India
and
and the Sukhai ground-attack planes
might argue that socialisd aid is helpChina
though
the
U.S.
has
not
supgive India an edge over the Chinese
ing India to resist imperialist econo- \
ported
India's
stand
on
the
Sinoair force, rated tthe world's third
mic pressures. But the public sector ;Indian
border
dispuDe.
largest. The T-55 and PT-76 tanks
A recent study on aid policies in that; has been growing largely with
and the Soviet surface-to-air missiles
lndia*
has thrown up certain inter- Soviet and socialist aid could lead to
and the 130 mm guns on parade
esting
conclusions.
The U.S. att~tude growing power of the monopolies
(meant for use against Pakistan)
to
aid
for
India
has
been con,fused and growing comprador character of
were a clammy reminder of the Dulfrom
the
beginning
and
has gone the bourgeoisie. The CPI is known
lesian arms race on the sub-continent
to have claimed credit for the newrevived in the sixties by the Soviet through several phases. From limit~
fangled concept of National Demoed
involvement
in
the
early
phase,
it
Union.
cracy and a National Democrattic
moved
to
one
of
lh~tility
to
nonIn a cold war situation a nonFront. The CPSU leadership latch.
alignment
and
was
followed
by
a
libealigned country like India could have
ed on to this dubious contribution
all the options. Non-alignment gave ral stalemate utStil the Sino-l'ndian
of the CPI to rationalise Soviet! aid
border
dispute
exploded
into
a
border
India the leverage to play one superto some of the most reactionary re- war
in
1962.
In
the
context
of
the
power against the other and getl
gimes in the Third World, including
growing
Sino-Soviet
differences,
Ineconomic aid. The line between eco~
the one in India.
~
nomic aid and military aid is thin as dia's close economic and military reis the line between aid and interven- lationship with the Soviet Union is
Defensive
tion. In fact, all aid is intervention not objectionable to the United
Eldridge is obliged to conclude,
States.
in one form or the other. When the
and justifiably, that Soviet aid to InBut
what
about
Soviet
aid
to
InCongress passed the famous Nagpur
dia has been the product of "nothing
resolution on co-operative farming, dia? The analysis of the triangular
precisely definable than a general
'Mr S. K. Patil could scuttle its im- relationship betlween the Soviet and
desire for good relations with India".
Indian
governments
and
the
CPI
in
plementation by striking the PL-480
The primary Soviet policy objective
deal. Food :has been the IAcMlles' this study is interesting. According
has been defensive, tIo keep India
to
P.
J.
Eldridge,
the
author,
Moscow
heel of the Indian economy and tthe
away from any Western military bloc..
Soviet Union is hardly the country had abandoned itls objectives of in~
Thus U.S. and Soviet objectives have,,~
that could give us food. It had to be
* P. J. Eldrige: The Politics of been similar because the United States
from the Uniited Stlates while aid
Foreign
Aid in India, London School came to accept Indian non-alignmentl,
in other sectors came from the Soviet
of Economics and Political Science reluc~antly though. Eldridge also con~" Union.
cludes that the Soviet Union is now.
When the cold war was easing, and Vikas Publications, New Delhi.
more involved in the balance of poIndia became the focal point of the Rs. 37.50.
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wer issues on the Indo-Pakistan sub.
continent and shares common inter.
est with the United States in preservation of an overaIl framework of
regional stability. India's
bargaining power has shrunk, though still
considerable.
But Eldridge seems to have missed something here. While the U.S.Soviet detente has deprived India of
some of her bargaining power, the
Sino-Soviet conflict restores it more
than what it has lost. Soviet aid to
lndia following the 1962 border war,
particularly the massive military aid,
itself became an issue in the Sino.
Soviet ideological dispu teo
Drawn into the super-power game
of containing China, India has settled for a comfortable phase of "aided
democracy". One kind of depen~
dence is being replaced by another
and socialist aid is not all that altruistic. Talk to Indian diplomats
and they could tell you in private
how arrogant and . brusque Soviet
behaviour is at the negotiating table.
One is reminded of the British behaviour on such occasions in the
early days of our independence. The
Soviet Union is ready to underwrite
the stability of the regime in New
Delhi because it has massive investments in the key sectors of the Indian economy to defend and a comprador class to protect as the bulwark
against China.
The ruling classes and the "progressive" intellectuals are settling for
the comfort of a five per cent growth
rate that would not disturb the'
status quo and would meet the So'~et ends. Amidst the Indo-Pakistani war, there was the brave talk
of doing without aid if need be. But
the exercises in self-reliance and import substitution have been forgotten. Any talk of self-reliance is ridiculed in New Delhi now. The lAS
official who prepared the paper on
10 per· cent growth rate dispensing
with all aid got from the hardened
bureaucrats the treatment reserved
for cranks. And when does the next
delegation to beg far aid for the
Fourth Plan leave New Delhi?

India And Nepal
PUSPA LAL

SINCE
India's
independence
Indo-Nepal relations have followed a zigzag course, and often
the subject has generated more heat
than understand~ng. A dispassionate
analysis of the problem is essential
to the promotion of genuine friendship between the two neighbours.
Relabons between the peoples of
India and Nepal before 1947 were
cordial and based on revolutionary
objectives. Nepal gave shelter to
many Indian revolutionar~es, particularly during the 1942 moven1ent. Mr
J. P. Narayan and Dr Lohia were
prominent among them.
And the
people of Nepal can never forget the
friendly help received from India ~n
their fight against the Ranashahi.
The Indian national movement, ~n
fact, inspired tile Nepalese in their
fight for democracy. Despite the severe restrict~ons imposed by the then
Ranas and the British authorities, the
revolutionaries of the two counries
could manage to meet and d.iscuss
their common problems. Indian leaders were highly respected in Nepal.
But, contrary to expectations, these
relations began to take a different
turn in the post-~ndependence period
and over a number of issues controverSles arose.
Partly this unhappy situation may
be attributed.. to the policy of the
British Government
in India. The
British treated Nepal as a protectorate. But the Indian leaders went a
s~ep further. To them, Nepal appeared as a part of India. "The only
true independent kingdom in India
is Nepal on the north-eastern frontier", Nehru wrote in his Discovery
ot India. It was a startling discovery indeed. To h..im, Nepal was
not an independent
and sovereign
country, but. a "Kingdom in Ind.ia".
If a statesman of his stature could1
go so wrong in his understanding of
the position, no wonder the people
of India still labour under a similar
February 1, 1970 illusion.
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ThIS wrong unde,.-standing found
expression in the \foreign policy of "
the Indian Government headed by
Nehru h~mself. Time and again he
proclaimed in and outside Parliament that India's frontier extended
up to the Himalayas. Further, he
said that one of the main responsibilities of his government
was to
protect Nepal from external aggression, because of Ind~a's special interests in Nepal. It was unfortunate
that the end of the British rule in
India did not affect the official Indian viewpoint on Nepal. Immediately after the end of the Ranashahi
in 1951, the Government of India's
intervention in the internal affairs of
Nepal was marked. In addition to
the Indian Embassy, Mr Govinda
Narayan was deputed to the royal
palace. His job, as it was officially
stated, was to arrange appointments
between the King and the people of
Nepal!
The high-handedness o~ the then
Incl.;an Ambassador, Mr C. P. N.
Singh, was so glaring that even Mr
B. P. Koirala, who had been Home
Minister in the coalition Ministry
formed after the overthrow of the
Ranashahi, had to protest publicly.
He charged Mr Singli w~th taking an
"undue" interest in Nepal's affairs.
Every plan for ministerial changes in
Nepal was conceived in New Delhi
on Mr Singh's recommendation. Mr
Robert Trumbull of The New York
Times then reported that Nepal appeared to fear India's encroachment
on her ancient freedom more than
communist infiltration from her northern ne.ighbour. It was said openly in Kathmandu that the' real ruler
of Nepal was jihe Indian Ambassador.
Gradually the Indian intervention
extended to the military sphere also.
In the name of reorganis.ing the Nepalese army, an Indian military mis~.ion was despatched to Kathmandu.
which busied ~tself with purging the
national army. This was the biggest
purge ever known in the history of
Nepal. The strength of the army
was reduced from 25,000 to 6,000.
The missjon also paved the way for
establishment of military check-posts
on the Tibet-Nepal
frontier. Even

FRONTIER
now these posts' are manneCl and
controlled by Indian Army personnel
who mainta.in a direct line with the
concerned departmen ts of the Government of India.

"Internal Stability"
Why does New Delhi
want to
have a firm hold
over the political
and military affairs
of Nepal?
As
one Indian journalist points out, the
threat to India's
position in Nepal
does not arise merely from the activities of the
Ch.inese Government.
The rise of the local communists' influence may serve
China's interests
and mil.itate
against
India's.
The
Gorkha soldiers have
merely to be
given an idea and a gun and they
can be a mcnace to India's
security. The preservation
of_ internal
stab.ility in Nepal,
continues
the
journalist, is therefore
of vital interest to India-"India's
national
interests
have, of course,
to be protccted, .in
Ncpal".
(India
Meets
Cl1ina In Ncpal by Girilal Jain).
This idea of disarming a nat.ion or
encroaching on its sovereignty is the
general practicc
of the representatives of monopoly
capital and big
landlords.
In fact, the Government
of India seems determined to protect
the interests of these
elements
in
Nepal.
More than 9570 of Nepal's import
and export trade is w.ith India and
the Marwaris
are in a dominating
position even in her remotest trad.ing centres.
Nepal has been a safe
shelter for Indian black money.
The
Federation of Indian
Chambers
of
Commerce and Industry
finds a favourable climate for investment in the
mountain kingdom I The neo-colon.ialist policy of collaborating
with native capital has also been adopted
by the Ind.ian
monopolists.
More
than 80 joint
projects were to be
executed in Nepal.
Prev.iously Nepal
used to import
duty-free goods from countries other
than
Britain.
particularly
from
Japan and Germany
and
Nepalese
merchants enjoyed greater rights and
privileges in the.ir country than merchants of Indian origin .. Goods were
cheaper th~n in the Indian markets.
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The s.ituation was changed m favour
of India
immediately
after India
achieved
independence.
Taking
advantage of Nepal's weak posit.ion, a
trade treaty was imposed making it
obligatory
for Nepal
not
to sell
goods at home at rates lower than
. those in the Indian
markets.
Nepal's right of transit facilities for an
effective implemen tation of a policy
of d.iversification of trade is not opposed in thcory but in practice.
Many
obstacles in its way are placed.
For all-round
development
Nepal
needs a net-work of transport and
communication.
India .is not opposed
to this, but some of her responsible
leaders think that
these should be
constructed
to serve
primarily -the
national, interests of Ind.ia, not those
of Nepal.
Hence their opposition to
the modernisation of the KathmanduKodari Road
and the KathmanduPokhara Road.
It .is well know that every year the,
untamed rivers of Nepal cause great
damage
to the
people of North
Bihar and Uttar
Pradesh.
To harness them is imperative.
Bu t many
clauses in the Kosi and Gandak arrangements
are detrimental
to the
national interests of Nepal.
Thousands of people have demonstrated
in the streets
of Nepal for amendments in the arrangements
so that
the peoples
of both
the countries
might benefit to the maximum from
the projects.
The
story
will be incomplete
w.;thout
a reference
to
Mr J. P.
Narayan's
proposal
about the formation of a federaiton
consisting
of India, Pakistan,
Kashmir, Nepal,
Bhutan, Sikkim and Nagaland.
The
proposal looks like a break in the
tradi t.ional thinking of India.
I t is
no[
It is simply old wine in new
bottles.
The proposal
seeks to realize the dream of greater
I nelia 111
the gtl.ise of equality
of nations.
It
is a proposal after
the
fashion of
the European Common Market. The
formation
of the Common
Market
has meant
the subjugation
of the
weaker and backward nations by the
developed ones.
Needless
to say,
India is the most developed country

<.lmong th~ propos({(l
members
Mr Narayan's federation.

of'

Hindi-speaking People
The .impact of the traditional thinking expounded by the late Mr Nehru
is so great that
even a Marxist
scholar like Mahapandit
Rahul Sankrityayana succumbed
to it. In the
foreward
to Nepal Ki Kal1ani published in 1955, he worte:
"It has
to be remembered
that the Hindispeaking people of the Tarai const.itute thc majority of the population
in Nepal and they are compelled to
pay the lion's share of the revenue
of the Nepalese Government.
The
Hindi-speak..ing population of the Tarai region may one day present a
difficult problem, if thc present rulers
of Nepal also follow the same policy
as was adopted
by the
Gorkha
rulers eluririg the.ir irule. The attitude of the Nepalese rulers towards
the people of the Tarai is even more
contemptuous
than that of the
Pakistani rulers towards East Pakistan. They do not
want that the
people of the 1Tami should be represented
in the adm.inistrative
machinery of Nepal
in keeping with
their numbers.
It
is definite that
people w.ith this obvious superiority
of numbers cannot
be denied their
proper place
in the administration,
nul' can they be made to bear the
hca\'iest taxes. Every well-wisher of
Nepal would hope that .in future the
THai people are treated not as conquered subjects but as free citizens .
The Government
and administration
should not be considered the monopoly of the 'Pahaelia'
people alone
and the mental.ity of taking the people of thc Tarai
as slavish subjects
should be given up as early as possible. It would not
be wise (on
the part of the Nepalese rulers) to
take undue advantage of these millions upon mill.ions of our brothers
who were forced
to live in Nepal.
After all the
Hindi-speaking
people
of the Tarai from
Morang to the
banks of the Kal.i-Sarda
river, are
thc very flesh of flesh and blood of
blood of the people who inhabit the'
districts from Purnea to Philibhit to
the south of them."
FEBRUARY
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Rahul's statement
completely neThe Nepalese had hopes of getting
?ates
the class struggle going
on· help from India in their endeavour
111
Nepal.
An unworthy
attempt _ for national regeneration. But during
was made to d.ivide the population of
the last twenty
years
the
Indian
Nepal into
two factions-Pahadias
leaders
have
tried
to
lnfluence
and Medhias-and
then to threaten
the democratic
and national movethe
Pahadia ruling
group to sce
ment in Nepal in such a way that
reason
or face
the
communal
it might become
an appendage of
problem.
Rahul's
stand encourages
Indian monopoly
capital
wh~ch is
the separatist elements in Nepal and
the enemy of the Indian people as
hence is a threat to Nepal's national
much as of the Nepalese.
integration.
In h~s comments
RaSince 1950 the people
of Nepal
hul threw the Marxist-Leninist
ideohave been fighting against the manylogy
overboard, and adopted
the
sided penetrations
of Ind,ian monobourgeois chauvin~stic. outlook.
poly capital ,in NepaL
The Indian
Press, controlled by monopolists and
"Cultural Unity"
landlords have sought to mislead the
Cultural unity between Nepal and
Indian people
by m~schievous
caIndia is a point on which much
nards that Nepalese communists
are
emphas,is
is laid by most of the
responsible
for creating
"anti-InIndian leaders. They see no reason
dian" feeling in NepaL
But ,it is
why India and Nepal,
both having
not the Nepalese communists
alone
the same cultural heritage, i.e. Hinwho are opposed to India.
duism, should have major
differenThis national protest could not but
ces, But .it is entirely
misleading
influence
the Ind.ian
leaders
and
to refer to Indian culture as Hindu
there were attempts at reappraisal of
culture.
Buddhism and Jainism are
India's
policy. Some
self-critical
certainly
not Hinduism.
Ne~ther
articles and news did appear ~n the
Vedic nor the Indus Valley culture
Indian Press.
Mrs
Laxmi Menon,
is Hinduism.
Hindu.ism is a concept
former Minister of State in the Inw)lich developed
in India
on the
dian M.inistry of External affairs. iseve of the Persian, Afghan and Tursued a public
statement
in Februkish ~nvasions. It is a concept fosary, 1961 saying "We
as Indians
tered by Hindu landlords and orthoclaim to be great champions of codox Brahmins who claim to follow
existence but ~n our heart of hearts
the
ancient faith
in
their
fight
we do not believe in what we say
aga,inst other sections
of landlords
and preach-Indians
thought
they
and rival faiths.
were doing Nepal a great favour by
We do not deny
the impact of
assisting her with her r.iver projects.
Indian culture on Nepalese society~
But many Indian rivers originate in
But Indian culture is certainly not
Nepal and it was to India's advantage
H.inauism.
Hinduism is a part of
to help Nepal with
the river proIndian culture, not the whole of it.
jects and thus save the country from
Indian culture today is not what it was
perennial floods".
in ancient days. It has undergone
constant change owing
to external
No Basic Change
and internal factors.
Contact
w~th
However, words
not matched by
other
cultures
and
the
internal
deeds carry no meaning.
No bas.ic
changes in the
economic basis are
change in t~e policies of the Indian
bound to affect the
cultural strucGovernment
has taken place.
ture of society. This
is as much
Some months
back
when
Mr
true
of . Ind.ia as of any other
Dinesh Singh, India's Fore.ign Miniscountry.
ter, paid a state
vis~t to Nepal, he
In fact,
the revivalists'
stress on
did not fail to say that India wants
unity based
on Hindu
culture is
"special relations" with Nepal.
The
only
a cover for their
desire to
people
of Nepal
are
conscious
.glorify and strengthen
the
feudal
enough to understand'
the hidden
structure of Nepalese soc.iety.
111eaning
of this special relationship.
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It means that New
Delhi has not
departed from its traditional policy
towards Nepal, formulated
and fostered by the British imperialists-the
policy of Big Brotherism
or big. nation
chauvinism.
Sinec the
transfer of power from the
British
in
1947, under the
cover of special
relations with Nepal,
the Government of India has wanted to grab
many facilities ~n Nepal so that it
might be able to turn Nepal against
China and thereby endanger the national sovereignty
of NepaL
Even
the Nepal Government
was compelled to protest against
the statement
under the pressure of public opinion.
It is true, however,
that the king
wants to use th.is national sentiment
to strengthen his Own position.
.'This chauvinistic
polity of the
Ind.ian ruling class has earned a bad
name for the Indian people not only
in Nepal but
in almost
all the
neighbouring
countries of India.
Some
people argue
that
since
there are no common aims now between the peoples
of
India
and
Nepal no revolutionary
friendship is
possible between them.
They further
argue that they
should
think only
.in ter,tns, of national interest.
But
if we look beyond
our nose it will
not be difficult to see that
the international
reaction
headed
by
American imper~alism
and
the reactionary forces of both lthe countries are the common enemy of the
peoples of both India
and Nepal
and that it is necessary for their democrat.ic .and progressive
forces to
understand
common
problems and
support each
other in dealing with
the forces of reaction.
But unfortunately,
the democratic
and progressive opposition parties ~n
India
show no interest in understanding the problems of the.ir neighbours,
particularly
Nepal.
It
is
their duty to exert effective pressure
upon the
Government
to stop it
from becoming
the' instrument
of
Ind~an monopoly
capital in Nepal.
Big nation chauvinism
has hampered friendship between India and Nepal. A difBerent dutlook
on
the
part of Ind~an leaders towards Nepal
IS necessary.
9
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Czechoslovakia-Capitalism
S. N.

E

MISHRA

MOTIONAL
reactions to the
Soviet-led intervention
in Czechoslovakia in August 1968 are long
over now except
in those quarters
for whom anniversaries have a ritual
value. A satisfying
Marxist explanation of the intervention
has, however, not appeared so far. No doubt
interesting pages have been written
by Paul M. Sweezy and Charles Bettelheim ~n thc Monthly
Review
which Frontier made accessible to a
larger body of interested readers in
India.
(February 15, 22; August 2,
1969) Sweezy in course of his orig.inal article and his reply to Bette1heim's
comment comes
to develop some
sort of a theory of society in transition between capitalism
and soc.ialism. This theory
aims at en com. passing the present-day soc.ial life of
all the Soviet bloc countries.
In his
comment. Bettelheim also throws up
a few theorctical
props which of
course do not amount to a theory.
Th~s is not to deny that he may be
having one in his book
referred to
by Sweezy, but the book in any case
is not open to the English readers.
In their controversy Sweezy and Bettelheim
raise interesting philosophical problcms such as that of essential and contingent causes and of the
rolc of determinist
and voluntarist
elements in histor.ical causation.
In
itself their effort to anive at a viable
theory of transitional
societies
is
welcome and commendable.
Imn'tediate motivation for such effort came
from the invasion of Czechoslovakia.
That Marx.ists of the competence of
Swcezv and Bettelheim
were moved
to make such efforts
points to the
cr.iticality of the events of August 21,
I 968, the swift
and
tragic drama
that followed between Moscow and
Prague, and finally the
heavy curtain'that
is gradually descending on
Czechoslovakia
under
Dr Gnstav
Husak.
No one can
be so simple as to
believe that the events
of August
21, 1968 and their immediate
after.:...J

~~
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math prov~de 1sufficient basis for a
transitional social
theory.
But the
fact remains that if the events are
instrumental
in prompting
such a
theory, the theory in turn must be
able to explain the events
It is in
this respect that Sweezy and Bettlehe.im do not isatisfy
us fully. In
fact, the cryptic explanation
of the
invasion and the theoretical propositions have
little
affinity between
them, so much so that without loss
of consistency Bettelheim
while disagreeing Iwith
Sweezy's theoretical
position, agrees with his explanatory
statement
that, 'in the final analysis
, ... the Czechoslovak
invasion was a
sign of weakness in the face of a
growing crisis in the bloc as a whole'.
In fact, as we shall see later, their
different theories, when stretched to
their logical
ends, produce almost
similar explanations
of the invasion.
Bettelhe.im's
complete
theoretical
position is admittedly
not available
to us. In his comment, however, he
maintains that
it is impossible to
explain the invasion
without
the
assumption
that,
'the
proletariat
(Sov.iet or Czech) has lost its power
to a new bourgeoisie'.
How in point
of fact this political propos-ition explains the invasion we are not told.
Its impl~cations, however,
are obvious. Since the 'juridical'
form of
'ownership'
of property is not terr.ibly crucial, following this proposition,
the Sov.iet Union
and the Eastern
European
democracies together constitute a complex of capitalist countries. The invasion of Czechoslovak.ia, just as any other invasion among
them, is, therefore,
explicable
in
terms of the usual economic arguments corresponding
to the imperialist phase of capitalism-competition
for market, raw material
needs, export of finance capital, etc.
H is doubtful,
however, whether
Bettelheim would permit
us to imply such economic
inference from
his political proposition.
On the
contrary, he equally strongly believes

that. .in the restoration of capitalism,
. and, therefore, in the explanation of
the invasion too, 'the decisive factor
-i.e.
the dominant
factor is not
economic
but
political'
(original
italics) . 1\1 fact, in this proposition
Bettelheim
has taken the most revolutionary
step, so to say, in that
he has inverted one of the most celebrated
universal
Marxian
theses.
that of the primary or dominance of
the economic over all other factors.
The logical next step of this inversion is the dissolution
of the distinction between the 'base' and the
'super-structure'.
and the consequent
admission of sophism, opportunism
and pragmatism
in the Marxian
thought system.
How seriously Bettelheim
believes
in this inversion
is also, however,
not certain.
For
while
criticising
Sweezy, he argues at some length
that basic relationships
lie a" the
level of production,
which indeed
means recognition of the primacy or
dominance
of the
elConomic base.
If he stands by
this
recognition,
then, as we said earlier, the invasion
of Czechoslovakia
becomes
explicable in terms of bourgeois exploitation at the international
level, appearing at a crisis point when the
urge of the exploited Czech economy
for independence
had become dangerous. The proletariat
of the two
countr.ies in question
are left with
the role of spectators or forced to
join in the bourgeois
game. The
Soviet proletar.iat-like
the British or
French during the
heyday of the
Empire-may
indeed
connive with
the invasion in the hope of sharing
the fruits of .exploitation.
The economic hobnobbing
of Czechoslovakia with the Western capitalist economies cited by Sweezy, and Brezhnev's obnoxious behaviour
at the
post-invasion Moscow talks ( disclosed in Le Monde and reproduced iIi
Frontier. verv well
bear these conclusions:'
Incidentally,
Brezhnev's
threat to di·ssolve Czechoslovakia
as
a nation could come from a worse
imperialist.

Two Contradictions
Sweezy

does not

g9 as far as to
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maintain that a capitalist class is in
power in the Soviet Union and the
Eastern Democracies.
T nStead,
a
'mal1agerial elite', which, for all practical purposes, behaves
and works
like a capitalist
class, has come to
occupy an important
place in these
countries.
It stands
in opposition
to the old 'bureaucratic group'. This
opposition is a reflection of a more
basic contradiction,
'Jnamely,
,';;-::
plan-market
contradiction.
Depen,:,
ing upon the movement of thesc two
contradictions,
hercafter
respecbvely
designed as B/M and P/M, the Soviet bloc countries arc assumed to
he moving towards
capital.ism, each
at a different pace
determined
by
the relative position of forces with,
in the contradictions.
Moving from this general theoretical position to the specific question
of the: Czechoslovak
invasion, we
have the following situation.
In the
Soviet
Union,
the
'bureaucratic
group' is in control of power; while
in Czechoslovakia,
the 'managerial
elite' had come to power at the time
of the invas.ion and was fast consolidating
its position.
The
Soviet
'bureaucrat.ic group' dccided on the
invasion for two reasons (two 'fears',
in Sweezy's worcls):
(I) Self-preservation of the group from thc managerial clite
at home, by ex ante
show of strength,
(2) preservation
of the bloc from
possible disintegration under
the
stress
of the
'marked', hectically
granted ascen·
dancy by the ruling managerial elite
of Czechoslovakia.
This is what one can best make out
which is apparently
consistent with
Sweezy's general theoret.ical position.
A deeper look would makc it clear,
however, that it is based upon two
assumptions which lead it at variance
with the normal movement
of contradictions B/M and P/M in any of
the transitional
societiel'l. The first
assumption is that the Czech society
functions as an experimental ground
of the
ruling group in the Soviet
Union.
The second is that the inevitable course of social development
envisaged in the movement of postulated contradict.ions is open to armed.
interference
of this group, if the
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coursc
deviates
from its
interest.
Taken together the two assumpbons
lead to a position
where everything
in Czechoslovakia,
and for
that
matter perhaps in every other smallcr
partner of the
bloc, depends upon
the
relative
power
location
in
Moscow.
This position does not
do much
credit to Sweezy's general theory of
transitional
soc.ieties between capitalism and socialism in more than one
sense. Firstly, a pos.ition of this kind
can be arrived at from a much simpler
premise,
namely, that,
among the
group in question the Soviet society
is central and the others are its suhsidiar.ies. Secondly, since
asymmetry
in the movement
of the B/M and
P/M
contradictions
between
the
Soviet society and any other in the
group is open to corr~ction according to the choice of the former, 'the
social development
of the latter ultimately depends on the contradictions
within the
Soviet sociiSty. Under
such circumstances
when all
roacls
lead to Moscow, what is the need or
justification for a general
theory of
transitional
societies between capitalism and socialism?
Fronl a purely
thcoretical
angle,
the trouble clocs
not end here.
The expected consequences of Sweezy's theory also did
not follow in real life. At the timc
of the invasion. following the movement of the B/M contradiction,
the
iCzech fuureaucrabic group'
shoul:d
have risen to the occasion in support
of the invas.ion. should have provided,
a new location of power and should
have saved
its Soviet
counterpart
from the embarrassment
of negot.iating a settlement
with the
Czech
'managerial elite'.
At least
this is
what Sweezy's theory would' want it
to do. But it did not do so even while
Soviet tanks were
littered all over
Czechoslovakia in its support.
That,
instead, Czechoslovakia
as a whole
appeared in opposition to the invasion
remains bnexplained
by the theory.
This
leads us to doubt
whether
Sweezy's
postulated
contradictions
are real or largely formal.

Market and Plannibg
It may be

noted

that

under the

stress of modern
'forces of producbon', the 'market'
under capitalism
is assimilating 'planning' at a growing
scale. Surely
this
assimilation
is
meant not to weaken
but to strengthen capitalism.
Can we under the
circumstances
infer
that movemen~
of P 1M in the direction
of P is a
movement
toward"
socialism?
Or,
can we say that such a movement of
P 1M invariably means a weakning of
M? The answer to either question is
in the negative.
Nor can, under the
modern conditions of production, the
movement
of P/M in the direction
of P can, by the same token, provide
a di:f£erenlf:ia specifica
of socialism.
When 'planning'
has become a tool
of thc
'market', the . contradiction
P 1M, as a force of social transformation, is dead for ever.
The other contradiction,
B/M, being the
political manifestation
of
P/M, cannot stand on its 0wn once
the latter falls. Indeed the modern
'forces of production'
have fused B
and M to such an extent
that the
very
distinction
between
the two
appears
spurious.
With.
fantastic
advances in information
technology
and the sprawling nature of production complexes, a mechanised
memher of class M behaves in the same
manner as a member of class B. I
Once the 'bUnd' market is replaced
by the planned market, the distance
between M and
B tends
to close
down.
For a proper' Marxist understanding
of the invasion, we need to have a
better knowledge of the structure of
the economies
in question, of the.ir
linkage at the base. and of how the
social surplus was being appropriated
in them.
Without
this, ' we shall
remain in a world of unverified hypotheses.
There are of course definite
signs that private appropriation of the
social surplus in the Eastern democracies and the Soviet
Union
has
gone to the extent of producing a
priv.ileged
class of rulers
towards
which Sweezy and
Bettelheim
are
alluding in their
own ways. Neither this fact
nor a large d0se of
'market' provides a sufficient basis,
however, ifor characterising
eltner
this class as a 'bourgeois class', or
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these societies as 'bourgeois societies'
or transitional societies on the road
back to capitalism. These are easy
epithets no doubt, but do not help
the science of development of
society. Histor.ically, a class of exploiters, and also the market, have existed in pre-capitalist societies as well.
Cannot we, therefore, equally legitimately maintain that these soc.ieties
mutating back to feudalism or even
to the slave system? Why not, if
skipping of stages .is a well recognised
possibility and a unilinear path of
soc.ial development is neither unique
nor universal? If this possibility is
granted, the characterisat.ion of the
ruling class in these countries as
'bourgeois class' and of the societies
as ones on the road to cap.italism becomes untenable.
Another important question which
arises at this point is whether the
assumpt.ion of 'back mutation' is absolutely necessary for explaining the
.emergence of a class structure and
the enlargement
of the market, in
the societ.ies under discussion. If
the general .irreversibility of the economic process has any meaning, 'back
mutation' is not the first but the las~
possibmty a social system would
adapt. We must
therefore
look
initially for the
first possib~lities.
Such possibilities must be sought in
a 'forward mutation' which produces
alongside a growing differentiation
in the social system. In a system w.ith social 'ownership' of the
means of product.ion, the differentiation can first arise at the level of
consumption and can thereafter sustain itself indefin.itely without disturbing the 'ownership' pattern. We
can give any number of examples of
such tr.ibal societies from Indian history. Those who claim the lion's
share of the social product are the
rulers, and the rest are simply the
producers of the society and for the
society, work.ing on the social means
of production. Indeed, such exploitative systems have been found to be
far more stable, because myth plavs
a greater role in them. Somethil~g
of this sort seems to have happened
.;n the Soviet Union and the Fa~tcrn
democracies.
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Calcutta Diary
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KAPUR

TMEwaswasconsidered,
when betting on horses
outside the
charmed circle of the aristocrats, as
something to be ashamed of and not
to be mentioned in decent society.
There was no dearth of bucket shop
bookies who took bets of 5 annas or
10 annas and made a living au t of
it. For some it was good business
indeed and even their touts managed
to eke out their existence on the
miseries of their victims.
Days, however, seem to have changed radically with the upsurge in the
mass movements in Calcutta at least.
There can be no otller explanation
for the wild scenes witnessed on the
Calcutta Race Course recently when
a free-far-all took place, to control
which the police had to fire tear-gas
shells. ~ether
there was ground
for resentment against a particular
horse winning, is neither here nor
there. There are ways avail able to
challenge the decisions but then these
are open only to those who belong to
the charmed circle of the racingfraternity, to wit the members of the
Roval Calcutta Turf Club.
These means,. of course, were not
available to all those who had gone
to watch the fate of their hopes pinned on particular horses. Not being
members of the elite they could not
reach the racing- authorit:ies and
hence the resentment.
But that is
not the main point: which should be
noted. The extent of the rioting on
the race course disclosed a fact which
should make us sit up and ponder
the situation. There were thousands
upon thousands of betters or punters
as they are called who were prepared
to fight it out with the police and
thought nothing of the consequences.
All this shows to what extent the
rot has spread. Betting has been on
the increase steadily. If you feel
like it, there is always some bookie
conveniently
around
to t:ake your
money. Even if you don't feel like
going to the rare course itself, you
can put your fiver on the Club's Cal-

cutta office in pleasant surroundinb
In the process a vast network has
been built up over the city of touts,
bookies and their agents to cater to
the demand. In spite of the political
upsurge and the two United Front
governments, on the one hand the
stigma attaching to horse betting is
fast disappearing, leading more and
more men to have their fling, and on
the other hand the mounti~g unemployment is forcing increasing numbers into the shady business.

,(

Crises have become the normal
thing for the United Front and each
new one leaves it more exhausted than the last one. As a result no one
knows what is keeping the Front
from t,otal collapse unless it is the
wrath of the great mass of people
who pinned their hopes on it. While
the 14 partners go on playing their
game of mutual mud-slinging but
hesitate to take the final plunge, they
forget that there may be others who
delight in fishing in the troubled
waters of the St:ate. There is nothing
like a state of equilibrium in nature,
much less in po.litics. If the people,
are not allowed to go forward under
the leadership of tihe United Front,
there are elements ready to play their
game of turning different sections of
the people against each other.
In this context the Jana Sangh-led
riot inside the Calcutta Gorporattion
in which councillors were attacked
assumes a special importance.
That
if: was preplanned appears obvious.
As yet, in spite of talk to the contrary, the J ana Sangh remains in this
State a party of the vested interests
from outside the State. Thanks to
the political understanding of the
people, the BNVP in West .Ben?;al
is a sarti of nOin-starter whereas its
counterpart
in Maharashtra,
the
Shiv Sena, prospered like anything.
But the type of agitation indulged in
hy the J ana Sangh has dangerous
possibilities. The denizens of Burrabazar, of course, are not all rich pea·
pIe. They have genuine grievances
no doubt about the quality of tlie
civic services available to them, ·but
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so have hundreds
of thousands of
other Calcutta citizens.
So far, however, they have not aligned themselves
in any significant way wit'h the aspirations of the common people and the
area remains a hot-bed
of reaction.
Such Marwari-Ied agitations can only
serve to fan the fires of latent chauvinistic feelings.

A whole new generation of young
men and women has grown up since
the British left India.
But in Calcutta at least any Briton going around
at festival time would be happy to
find how British we are in so many
ways st,ill. Whether it is an immersion procession for allY puja, or to celebrate anyone of the so many national days, the local club band ,is a must
these days. In actual fact there may
he so many and do a thriving business on such
occasions.
Most! of
them are made up of young kids under the guidance
of young men.
Some of the more
ambitious
ones
~ have young men as the players. Apart
from the Hute and drum ones, the
bagpipe bands are a favourite of the
organisers and thi[; should
gladden
Scottish hearts.
Invariably
these
bands are well
turned. out and play superbly.
In
fact, I have heard the milit~ry bands
and considering
the facilities available to them and to these youngsters,
these a.mat:eurs have -an edge over the
professlOnals of the armed
services.
Which makes me think of the wide
separation between
the people and
the Stat,e machinery as shown by tlhe
celebratIons on the two national
days, .January
23 and 26. Since
J~nuary 23 has been declared a natIOnal day, it is up to the Government that it is observed in a fitting
manner.
However, apart from these
club bands, it is. usually a very poor
show. There is no reason why the
~r~e? forces should not be asked to
, ]0111 111 the processions.
On the other
hand
the January
26 parade
is
~holly an official affair and follows
Its ~aditional
venue,
the Brigade
-. ~araije Ground.
With the change of
"tunes, the procession could be made
to pass through the streets of the
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city and more non-official
organisations could be asked to join in. The
innumerable
club bands in particular should be invited to take part.
They would be a creditable addition

to the Republic
Day
Parade and
bring the Government
and the people closer together, even if in a very
small way.
But perhaps
that
is
what the few at the top really want.

Book Re"iew

Soviet lndology Series
PRIMILA

1, Modern Ideological
of. India by N. P. Anikeev.

Vol.

by India

Past and Present.

Struggle
Vol. II,
Calcutta.

II'H.is would be a useful and wel.come series were it not for the
dubiollis ideolo'gioal gllQunidS which
the Soviet Government
base~ ~tself
upon today.
For thisl is of course
an officially sponsored
project, and
although at least in the
first two
volumes one cannot detect any indicat.ion of the curte,ht ideological
split in communism,
one is wary of
the very nature of scholarship in a
soc~ety which has lost its sense of
direction, at least officially. Where
a Ilociety has adopted
a spurious
ideology through the deliberate rev~sion of its original lofty
aims it
undergoes an impoverishment
of spirit
and
intellect.
At best
there
is
honest confusion, at worst, patron~zing
charlatanry. All conviction has gone.
With these reservations in mind,
one would say that Vol. 1 serves the
layman well by g~ving a broad perspective of the major trends in both
bourgeois and Mai):xist (i.e. almost
oxclusively
Soviet
and
Indian
Marxists) scholarship in Indian philosophy. The
central
argument
~s
that while bourgeois
scholars have
indeed done worthwhile work in the
study of Indian philosophy,
th~r
interpretations
of this
philosophy
suffer from
a number of serious
l.imitations.
"The majority of these
scholars are adherants of idealism and
are influenced by the
ideology of
S0111E; or other school (most frequently
Neo-Kantianism
or Neo-Hegelianism)

(P. 7).
Moreover, most bourgeois scholars
(inoluding such
eminent
ones
as

LEWIS

for the Ancient Philooophical Heritage
Papers of Th. Stcherbatsky. Published

Hegel, Schweitzer,
Muller, Radhakrishnan, Whitehead
and Zimmer)
make
a categorical
differentiation
between Western and Indian philosophy. Whereas Western
philosophy
is empirical, logical, rational, Indian .
philosphy is spiritual, transcendental,
intuitive, mystic. '~The fact is," says
\VhitClhead, "that the great eastern
civilizations do not 'command suffici-.
ent balance of thought necessary for
scient.ific research." (P. 12.)
This
general
view
of ( Indian
thought, summed up by Deussen as
a "total absence of conflict between
religion and
ph.ilosophy,"
(P. 13.)
has led to the comforting assumption
(dangerous
too, if not sinister,) on
the part of latter-day Western pol~ti:
cians, diplomats and
scholars that,
"the millennial
phiosophy
of H~nduism, reinvigorated by Gandhi for
practical
application
in the
20th
centuqy, ~s fundamentally
incompabble with the
ideology of communism" (p. 27.) And Chester Bowles
is reputed to have
stated that this
"religious approach to life v~a Gan-_
dhism should be
recommended
to
all the peoples
of Asia and Africa
struggling for nat.ional independence,
as this would
be a more effective
way of keeping people under the influence of the West
than any military br econom~c
assistance."
(p.

28. )
Maferialist Argument
All this is certainly partially true
of the Indian phnosophical
traditon,
but it is by no means
the whole
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in India, amongst others, are at both
Such, in bri.ef, is the substance of
truth.
There is, in fact, no lack of
Volume
I.
The
Papers
of
Tl1.
Stcl1eracademic and social value.
emphasis ON "the reality of the exIt is a pity that the quality of tranbClitiSky, with a long introduction
by
ternal world or ~n the
optimistic
and proof-reading
Debiprasad
Chattopadhaya,
(who .is slation, printing
view of life understood in its .larger
leaves so much to be desired-in
both
also the eclitor
of this series) are
sense." (p. 31). And this materialist
these books, to the extent that ~n plaobviously the work of a dedicated
approach
dates back to before the
and· truly scholarly Indologist, whose
ces even the sense of the text becomes
5th century B.C., according to Bhofindings in the
Indian
materialist
unintelligible.
But this aside, as also P?~
wani Sen. The
,materialist
argucine's general reservation
about offi- -'
tradition Degan well before the Octoment centres
round
the Carvakacially sponsored Soviet projects, this
ber Revolution.
Thus, although he
Lokayata
school and the individual
series could perform a useful funcis accused of an unfortunate
residue
system of Dignaga, Dharmak.irti and
tion in making available
a compreof Neo-Kantianism,
there is no quesVacaspati Misra, as well as the southtioning either his profound knowledge
hensive study
of Indian traditions
ern school
of Buddhist philosophy.
from a Marxist viewpoint.
That is,
of chiefly the Buddhist philosophical
Indeed, as certain Indian Marxists
as long as the Soviets
make a pre- "
school, or of his motives being anyhave
pointed
out, the widespread
tence of Marxism
at least.in
the
thing objective
and
sincere.
His
concept 6f spiritual culture in India
essays on tIle History at Materi;Jism
academic sphere,
however
spurious
being pessimistic
and negating the
in India, or, Scientific Acl1ievements.
even this may ul timately be.
)naterial world and secular life, wrongly glorified by the "Vest as the religiomystic attainment of "spiritual secrets
of existence", simply does not make
sense ~n view of the
lusty tradition
of Indian
art, painting, . sculpture,
MRINAL SEN
poetry, metallurgy, ship-building .and
In the beginning,
as in all tradiAL Dutt's characters, when he
other
technological
skills:
the
writes plays, are almost always
tional jattas, there is a prologue when,
flourishing cities of the Maurya emconspicuously one-dimensional.
Quite
from amongst
~ group of soldiers
pire when the population was greater
naturally,
therefore,
the validity
of caught in macabre rhythm, a jawan,
than that of the entire Roman emsuchcharacteriaation
is ofQen ,chalson of a Garhwal peasant, declares
pire, the politioians
and heroes of
that he is dead, gives a sarcastic aclenged by the
aesthetes.
But
the
the grand old epics. Indeed, "Indian
challenge, as you will see', does not
history could not have been traced to
count of his performance
on various
"borders" and submits what the play
disturb him at all.
Criticisms noteVe\l a thousand years, if the negation
is about.
The focus is, of course,
of world and life coustituted
the Inwithstanding,
he does the same over
Midnapore
again, offering no apology and in so on a certain village in
dian peculiarity."
(P. 63.)
bu t the scene, after' the military reOf course, nobody
can deny that
doing uses his medium
as a propacruitment
takes place in the
same
gandist's
pulpit.
In jatra,
where
the influence of the conflict.ing trends
area, shifts from the
Indo-Chinese
there are plenty of extremes and very
of rc1igio-idealistic
thought is deep
"horder"
in 1962 to the
lndo-Pak
littIe or none of midClle tones, this
rooted in Indian
trad.ition.
,Con"border"
in 1965.
"technique"
seems to be the
most
cepts of moksa,
avidya, karma and
effective.
And it has been particu'The logic of history operating
in
yoga are venerateGl
throughout
the
larly so in Dutt's Sonrey Malik, prothe play continues to prove its point:
country and
are an essential cause
the mysterious "border" is now seen
duced by Bibek Jatra SamaJ, directof our backwardness.
For, as Debito
move into the interior of the couned
by
himself
and
played
by
him
and
prasad Chattopadhaya
has pointed
try where, in the Midnapore
village,
his own people.
out, unless we can uproot this fatalisThe story presents a political thesis the jawans are called in to act as in
tic, subjec.~ive,
individualistic
and
] 962 and 1965. The rest is the story
and one has to ignore the minor and
negative ideology
we shall never
of peasants' consolidation,
formation
the major differences that exist among
achieve the scientific outlook so nevarioujs
Maoist
formations
)to
,
see
of
peoples'
militia
'ready
far
~oncessary to liberate us from our feudal
that Dutt's thesis agrees more or less tinuous attacks from their hide~outs
and colonial backwardness.
or in the open and a leap into the
with the politics of the
N axalites.
"By showing the presence of unfuture, the militants
and the jawans
interrupted
and highly developed tra- _ The action, however, is reminiscent
of the scene in Debra and Gopiballavforming a common front.
ditions of rationalism,
atheism and
The
characters,
all made
into
pur (Midnapore),
but Dutt prefers
materialism in Indian philosophy, the
"types", conform, by and large,
to
to take a gigantic leap into the future
Marxists
justly denounce
the vain
when the soldiers join hands with the
the needs of jatra.
The
situati9ns
theoretical attempts
of these antirevolutionary
peasants and build
a are almost' always larger than life, the
communist .ideologists who claim that
emotions on higher pitch and so is
formidable core against the imperialdialectical materialism
is not appliists
and
their
indigenous
lackeys.
the
manner of speech. The response,
cable to Ind.ian conditions."
(P. 65)

Jatra
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as a result, is immediate, predomi- means a neatly arranged unreal tale
nantly on the physical plane. And, of either romance bourgeoning
and
to my mind, this is precisely what blossoming iJ1.toa glowing bloom of
Utpal Dutt aims at: physical res- united happiness or hero and/or
ponse rather than intellectual. This heroine dying in a blaze of uplifted
is in the true spirit of jatra.
glory or noble sufferidg. Whatever
Interestingly enough, nowhere in else the style of such fiction may be,
the play is there any reference to ponderous is the one thing it never
such familiar terms like "revisionism" is. If by any chance the critic was
and "neo-revisionism". Here, in this referring to the style of the film as
context, I would submit a point distinct from the style of storytelling,
which, if only for a political'appraihow could he, at the same time, en.
sal of the play, deserves scrutiny. The joy it, however, modedtely, as "a
acti(m in the Midnapore
vmage
pure light comedy 7" How docs a
which, I believe, is more or less in pure light comedy acquire a ponderthe image of the Debra-Gopiballavpur
ous stvle?
scene, takes place in 1966. That was
To 'mention another I instance, 'A
the time when the Congress was in Film Critic writes that "sex has been
power in iWest Beng,,,,~. Naxalbari
treated in -the typical Sunday school
flared up.a year later and Debra- manner".
I would dearly love to
Gopiballavpur in 1969, both during know how exactly sex is treated in a
the UF rule. While, on one hand, typical Sunday school. Commenting
this discrepancy in the tim.ings of the on the seduction scene he further
play-action and the actuality is ra- writes that everything has been "dether intriguing to me, I would like to picted with a cautious mother superior
watch and see how an accomplished type attitude".
Not knowing many
Naxalite reacts to the same.
mother superiors I am not very sure
what their attitude
to out-of-door
Letten
seduction is, but I should imagine
that they disapprove of the whole
thing and would not just be cautious
Aranyer Dinratri
about it.
A Film Critic found Soumitra
Since one cannot imagine that A
dead wood, Subhendu
Film Critic w-rote his piece on Chatterjee
Aranyer Dinratri (January 24) out Chatterjee just making the grade and
of malice it has to be assumed that
Sharmila Tagore coarsely coy-yef
he is either ignorant or had not fol- another instance of sweeping, unsublowed :the ·film carefully. The :re- stantiated remarks. How exactly did
view is not just out of focus and mis- Soumitra embody ligneous death
conceived; the casualness of some of when he interpreted the character
subtly and well and what are the
the remarks is truly breathtaking.
For instance, he thinks nothing of sights set for an actor-Subhendu's
making the outrageous statement that has been one of the finest performAranyer Dimalri could be viewed as ances ~f his career-to be considered
major, are questions I would like to
a sort of Barjalri made uptodate.
SchematicalLy conceptually, , techni- ask. As for Sharmila, whether she has
caIlly or thematically the two films acted well or not she has certainly not
have, of course, nothing in common, been either coarse or coy.
unless the critic feels that an outing
A Film Cr.itic has viewed the film'
by a few friends is ipso facto a com- as "the story of four friends holidaymon denominator, binding all films ing in a forest bungalow and indulghaving a group of friends and some ing in a bit of soul searching and
seilf.revela'tlon'~. 'In anqther creview
amusing episodes.
Then again, he found the story of the film in a daily paper a similar
told in a cheap pulp-fiction style, view has been expressed and the rebut at the same time found it "annoy- viewer has asked, "what are these
ingly ponderous". A "cheap pulp- young men suffering from? MaladAlienation? Angst"? Is
fiction style" ~f it means anything justment?
FEBRUARY
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it asking too much of film critics to
be a little less careless and a little
more attentive? If some thought was
spared on the different characters the
absurdity of lumping all the four together as a group of soul searching,
suffering young men would have been
apparent.
Of the four Shekhar (Rabi Ghosh)
is an /Uncomplicated extrovert. ;Nowhere in the film has it been suggest_
ed that he is indulging in self-revelation. It would be absurd if he did.
Nor does Hari (Samit Bhanja) do
any such thing. His suffering is a
,direct ou.tcome .of ibis having been
jilted and .is a violently reactive one.
He is not an introspective type at all
as was clearly established in the flash
back. A Film Critic writes that "tor
him the Santhal woman whom he
seduces is another wqman to sleep
with bereft of any emotional bond."
Precisely. Being the sort of person
he is he behaves like a wounded animal wrecking his vengeance without
thought of either the victim or himself. There is no question of any
"tragedy
of non-'Commun.ication."
How can a director bring to the fore
something which is just not there and
which if aJ;bitrarily put in would be
artistically invalid?
As for Sanjoy (Subhendu Chatterjee) he has in his life compromised
with his principles. But since he has
succeeded in rationaIising his compromise he has got out of a possible
complex of guilt. In his case-also
the question of suffering peculiar to
an "outsider" does not arise.
Of the four only Ashim (Soumitra
Chattez jee) suffers from occasional
doubts about the price one pays for
material advancement in life. In a way
he is a modern archetype' and his
suffering is also archetypal. In any
case he does not "indulge" in it. To
label 'all these diverse persons with
one tag of a few vogue words is another instance of casualirresponsibi_
lity.
For considerations of space Ire.;
frain from going into other instances
of casualness or into the obiters libe.
rally thrown about. What struck me
most, however, is the absence of any
sign of reaction to the formal com-
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plexity and densi~y of the film. Can
it be that your reviewer felt: lost or
far too lazy to bother about unaccustomed complexity of either form or
characters?
I may as well add that I have been
concerned in this letter with the review and not, except indirectly, with
the film.
S.T.K.
Calcutta

One-fourth of the 1045 delegates
from West Bengal to the Patna session were not Marwaris. Most of
the delegates from \Vest Bengal who
attended the Patna session of the
Bharatiya Jana Sangh were Bengalis.
Your correspondent
has a prejudice against the Marwaris and his
comment smacks of provincialism.
During the mid-term poll most of
the rich and wealthy Marwaris of
Burra Bazar of Calcutta tried hard to
Aranyer
Dinratri is a repulsive defeat the Jana Sangh candidate. In
'attempt 'a~ orchestratiqu of perver- Jorasanko the rich and capitalist Marsion, buffoonery and debauchery waris left no stone unturned to dethrough four discordant ,.(keysrepre. feat the Jana Sangh candidate. The
senting the four friends bred in urban majority of West
Bengal Marwaris
culture and manners who, it is given are not pro-Jana Sangh. In my home
to understand, were out at Palamau
town, Asansol, most of the Marwaris
to enjoy a holiday from, the obliga- worked against the Jana Sangh candition of observance of any routine and date during the mid-term election. It
discipline of the society they escaped must be remembered
that all"Marfrom. The risque exposures--pre.
waris are not rich. There are also
s~mably to the palmed off on the lakhs of middle
class and poor
audience as the necessity of art-to
Marwaris.
the lens of the camera of the arm-pit
At one place Mr Singh says, "Ask
of Kaberi Bose, portdons of the any villager and he will tell you
psoas magnus and parvus of Simi, the that it is a Marwari Bania party."
four friends in their courtesy-clout, This comment is without
foundaso to say, everytime in full view of tion. In V.P., Bihar, M.P., Rajasthe youthful ladies of the family of than, Haryana, Punjab etc, the Sangh
Mr Tripathy, and, finally, the upper is populaJ; among the farmers and vilfront of the bodies of Simi and Samit lagers. The villagers of Bihar and
Bhanja locked up in love-makingNorthern India do not regard it as
out of all these unsublimated
raw a Marwari Bania party.
material has been created-rather
MIHIR KUMAR MUKHERJEE
manufactured-something
in which
President, Asansol Jana Sangh
the artist in Satyajit Ray has yielded
place to the vulgar mercantilist.
Your Film Critic has rightly point'Sham' Struggles
ed out the hollowness of the film and
correctly assessed the sophomoric level
In Kerala recently, according to a
of social consciousness of Satyajit newspaper report, Marxist transport
Ray. But his ecstatic effusion about workers burnt to death
three bus
the pulchritude of Kaberi Bose is passengers and stoned over a score of
anything but critical in its contents.
others. Another "Marxist" follower
R. N. DEBBARMA
made an attempt on the life of the
Bansdroni, 24-Parganas Home Minister at Tellicherry. Two
days earlier the CPM followers had
tr.ied to attack the ISP Chairman.
Sanghis In Session
Are these the acts of Leninists or
Narodniks?' The CPM is violently
Mr N. K. Singh ("The Sanghis in trying to "jettison
real class strugSession", January 17) says, "For our gle by sham class struggle", as Mr
W. Bengal readers it will be amusing P. Dutt has brill.iantly pointed out
to learn that 1045 delegates from in his article (January 10) . It netheir Red State (mostly
Calcutta
ver explains to iits followers \that
Marwaris) attended the conference".
the mini-front Government .in Kerala
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is the government of the expioiters.
Instead it teaches .its followers to hate
indiv.iduals like Koya and K. M.
George. So the innocent followers
who are not
theoretically trained
are filled with hatred of individuals,
not hatred of a particular class. The
moment a landlord supports the
CPM, there is no dispute with him.
It .is said that in Palghat and Trivandrum districts theCPM
did not
try any "land
grab" campaign because the landlords
there are supporters of the CPM.
Why is the CPM conducting the
transport strike?
The mini-government of Achutha Menon, supported
by all reactionaries,
has dismissed
750 transport employees taken by
the Marxists during their stewardship, without any interview. These
750 people were appointed after receiving 80,000 applications-the
fee
for each was Rs 10. From this it
can be seen how the CPM pampered
its lfollowers. It is 'this arrogant
misuse of power that has alienated
the CPM from the general public in
Kerala.
M. N .. D. NAIR
Trivandrum

-

In The Hills
In reference to your editorial
"Eruption in the Hills" (January 17)
I would like to point out the situation at my place, a maffussil town.
a few m.iIes away from Darjeeling.
One of the staff of the Electricity
Boarel, while coming out from the
office, was attacked by a mob. He
screamed and appealed that he was
not a Bengali but a Behari. He was
spared. In the maffussil area the
Gurkha BDO moved about freely
while the social worker and extension educator, of Bengali origin, attached to health centres were reported to have been manhandled. This
is definitely not a sign of estrangement between the Government and
the people, but between peoples.
Why this hatred for Bengalis in
particular? It is true that little has
Deen done for .improvement of the
area in the past 22 years and the
FEBRUARY 7, 1970
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blame is put On Government
employees, mostly Bengalis. This idea
gets a chauvinistic turn, thanks to a
communal, party like the Gurkha
League. Also, people do not udderstand the role of Marwaris and local
sardars who symbolise the exploiting
jotedars of the plains.
But the
philistine outlook of the government staff .in Darjeeling is no less a
cause. They think the Gurkhas are
sub-human.
N. K. PAUL
Darjee-ling

"Distortions"
I have been reading with interest
the controversy on what Mao Tsetung says and how it is to be interpreted. But the real problem is
that of interpreting
the Indian
situation. No doubt the Russian,
the Chinese and the Vietnamese experiences must be studied carefully;
no doubt each has some similarities
with the Indian situation. In some

respects India may be compared with
pre-<1949 China
or with Vietnam;
in other respects it resembles the
Rusian situation before 1917. Here
we see tele-guided neo-colonialism
in indirect form and on the other
hand there is no physical presence
of an imperialist army. Moreover,
WI now there have been two forms
of revolutionary struggle: armed insurrection in towns followed by seizure of the countryside
and vice
versa. Lenin used the first method,
Mao Tse-tung, Ho Chi Minh and
NLF have used the second. As the
situation in India has affinities with
both, the method must not be a
carbon copy of any of them. A
creative assimilation is necessary.
Secondly, we should not be obsessed with the word Revolution. Mao
Tse-tung's famous
image of "fish
and water" must always be remembered. Without intensive political
training, vioknce may bring isolation. Crude terrorisation of the
people alienates them.
In towns,
vandalism now goes in the name

of revolution, and with revolutionary
slogans. Lack of political education
.is blatant here. We should remember that even after final preparations
for an uprising by Giap, Ho Chi
Minh stopped
it as there was no
ample political preparation.
It is
true the idea of a "fixed base" in
Debray's sense is not applicable
everywhere, but a "fixed base" must
be built ~n the hearts of the people.
Plethora 0:£ viol~nce alone cannot
create it.
ARJuN

BANDYOPADHYAYA

Naihati.
Mr Rafiqul Islam, a self.styled
Emile Zola, in his article (October
18, 1968) ~nd la few letterS{ in
Frontier distorts the political resolution of the CPI (ML) . This resolu.
tion clearly states that "the Indian
people ,will have to wage a bitter,
protracted struggle against U.S. and
Soviet imperialism too. By hberating
themselves from the yoke of feudal.
ism, the Indian people will liberate
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themselves also from the yoke of im- is what is meant when it is said that
perialism and comprador bureaucra- in essence the national question is a
tic.capital, because the struggle against pleasant question." Quoting these
PLACE A REGULAR ORDER
feudalism is also a struggle against lines, Mao Tse-tung also says in his
famous thesis 'On New Democracy'the other two enemies."
FOR YOUR
Mr Islam in his translation tries to "... the Chinese revolution is essenomit the question of U.S. and Soviet tially a peasant revolution .. ." In
imperialism from the original resolu- spite of all these facts Rafiqul Islam
tion and starts his impeachment that alleges that the CPI (ML) has "nothe resolution guards and shields im~ thing to say about the Pun jabi or
perialism from the masses and he mis~ the Maharastrian or the Bengalee peoquotes Mao to help hiin in his game. ficial approach to the problem,
What Mao said was: "when impe~ which fits parties like the DMK,
FRONTIER
rialism launches a war of aggression Sh.;v Sena etc. As Mao says,
against such a country, all its various "In the final analysis a national
Subscription Rates
classes, except for some traitors, can struggle is a question of class strugtemporarily unite in a national war gle." So when Rafiqul Islam raises
INLAND
against imperialism. At such a time, the question of Punjabis, Bengalis
the contradiction ,between imperial~ and Maharashtrians without the ques8.25
Rs.
Six Months
ism and the country CO,ncernedbe. tion of class, it should be well undercomes the principal contraction, stood which network he belongs to.
Rs. 16.50
One year
Again, Rafiqul Islam charges that
while all other contradictions among
the various classes within the coun- the CPI (ML) us destroying .' every
Rs. 75.00
FiVe Years
possibility of building a democratic
try (incluJding ~hat 'was the principal contradriction between the teu-. front and that it is abandoning and
Rs. 100.00
Seven years
disturbing mass organisations in dedal system and the gr.eatmasses ot the
peoPle) are temporarily relegated to fiance of Mao's instructions. He
a secondary and subordinate position". starts abusing the CPI (ML) for not
Does it not prove that before direct organ'is~ng mass ~gainisations, He
imperialist aggression, the principal starts this mischief with an apology
contradiction in China was between that as there is no red army there
Foreign AIR MAIL Rates (One Year)
the feudal system and the great masses cannot be any red base. So the
CPI
(ML)
should
now
organise
mass
of the people?
Europe: Rs. 120 or 15 dollars
organisations. This is the same old,
The CPI (ML) leader, Mr Charu cry of the revisionists of all hues.
Asia: Rs. 88 or 11 dollars
Majumdar, has also made it clear that According to Mao, through guerilla
struggles
and
gueriIla
activities
a
rethe Indian people can liberate them- '
selves by overthrowing the. "four mao gular army and base area can be esjor contradictions in our country to· tablished. He says, "Thus the transday, contradictions between the In- formation of a guerilla zone into a
dian people on the one hand and U.S. base area is an arduous creative proAmerica: Rs. 168 or 21 dollars
imperialism, Soviet social imperialism, cess, and its accomplishment depends
on
the
extent
to
which
the
enemy
is
feudalism and bureaucratic-capital on
By Surface Mail
the other". (Liberation, Vol. 3, No. I). destroyed and the masses are arousRafiqul Islam attempts to vulgarise ed."
All countries: Rs. 40 or 5 dollars
The CPI (ML) will adhere to the
the entire history of Marxism-Lenin,;
teachings
of
Chairman
Mao
and
will
ism on the question of national liberation in a semi-colonial and semi- tell its cadres, "we are now living in
feudal country. This question in In- a time when the principle of 'going
dia is one of peasants' armed struggle up into the hills' applies; meetings,
under the leadership of the working work, classes, newspaper publicaclass. In 1925 Stalin, in a speech tions, the writing of books, theatrical
Long'-term Subscriptions will
concerning the national question in performances--everything is done up
Yugoslavia, said "... the peasantry in the hills and all essentially for
help the weekly
constitute the main army of the na- the sake of the peasants."
tional movement-there is no powerA READER
ful national movement without the
Calcutta
peasant army, nor can there be.. That
FEBRUARY
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